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once upon a time in mumbaai is a throwback to the old days of bollywood. it is the grand old days. it is the time when star casting was what it is. in the
film, we have a host of stars in one frame. it is a film about family values. it is a family film about a gangster and his wife, who have three sons. it is a
film about the lives of gangsters and the lives of the people who look up to them. the film depicts the lifestyle and culture of the underworld. the film
once upon a time in mumbaai follows the life of dawood ibrahim's assistant, haji mastan. the title comes from a line in the film. haji mastan was
involved in over 400 murders in his lifetime. the film does not glorify crime. the story of once upon a time in mumbaai, starts with the mumbai
underworld, as we see the mafia's intrigue in the streets, on the runways and in the back alleys. the underworld is such a big subject that it was split
into two parts of the city. there's the red corner in the south and the black corner in the north. the red corner includes the godfathers of the mafia-
dawood ibrahim, haji mastan, talvar baloch and jattu bhai. the black corner comprises the wannabe mafia- rajan khosa, anil ambani, navin sharma,
balasaheb thakare and d-company. the movie makes you want to stay connected to the world, but at the same time, it makes you feel like you're
disconnected from it. it is the story of a cop who makes his way from one underworld encounter to the next. the screenplay is tight and the dialogues
are crisp and the screenplay is a triumph. one can't help but wonder if there's a future for a person like rajat arora. he's a writer of good caliber, but
the industry is still not ready to give him the due respect and opportunities that he deserves. there's only one valid reason why once upon a time in
mumbaai is the most awaited movie of the year. it is a must-watch.
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with several companies around offering 4d cinema, the revolution in entertainment is now expected to grow exponentially. the prices for tickets,
popcorn, popcorn balls, beverages, chocolates, snacks, etc will have to vary with the experience of the audience. 3d and 4d apart, cineplexes may

consider adding a 10-15 % service charge on theatres which offer 4d, a la carte extra activities and 3d glasses.54 despite their youth, these guys were
ruthless. unable to control their best-friends, they left a trail of bodies behind in their path to power. initially, the film shows the mafia in a good light.

but as the story moves into darker and darker events, the role of these guys change from the cute and funny friends to something terrifying. watch the
video on youtube6 the opening scene of once upon a time in mumbaai sets the stage. a man is lying in the hospital. on his stomach he is writing to his

little girl. this is in fact the opening scene, and it sets up the roots of the film. in the hospital, a woman approaches the old man. on his face are he
expressions of calm and serenity. but underneath this calm exterior lays a past of great tragedy. who is this person? what he is holding in his hand is a

stone to remember his dear ones. but there is a price for his thoughts, and he has to pay it with his life. the old man who is about to die makes a
confession to the doctor. the doctor doesn't understand this confession as he is not from the old man's family. thus, the doctor visits his parents, and
tells them about this death in the hospital. his parents are devastated. his family is shattered. since he is the only son, the family loses all the money
he left behind. the old man's family, who owns the company, now finds a way to get rid of this old man. who are the guys who helped him murder this
old man, and who killed the others in this film. it is a mystery that only these two know. the story moves into the 1970s. two young guys are strolling
through the dark streets of mumbai. their names are abhinav and vikram. one of these guys is abhinav. he is about to finish school and is awaiting his
final results. vikram is a year older to abhinav. in this age group, vikram is among the top three students in the state. the family of abhinav is well-off
financially. his father owns the house he lives in. the days are bright. the sky is clear, and the sun is bright. where abhinav lives is india is a relatively
affluent area. abhinav is a little weak willed. he is soft and weak. he is dazed by the bright sun. he is gentle and clueless. his father is the soft man in
the family. both of them are soft. his mother is a little bit more hard. vikram helps him out with whatever he does. the two boys get into an argument.

vikram gets a little angry at abhinav. this is in fact the incident abhinav witnessed in the opening scene. when vikram gets furious, he starts
questioning abhinav, and abhinav becomes a punching bag. he gets really hurt in the scuffle. abhinav leaves his house. abhinav now has to face the
music. there was this girl back home. she was very pretty, but really naïve. it didn't take long for abhinav to take advantage of this. when he saw her

innocence, he started pestering her. but the girl was too innocent. 5ec8ef588b
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